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Recreation by Lemmie Jones, LLC Company Overview:
Recreation by Lemmie Jones, LLC is the one source for all your Residential Water Play needs. We are
based in Carthage, Missouri and provide solutions to owners and aquatic designers looking for great
water play based products and services. We manufacture our own water slides and offer a wide variety of
water toys and other aquatic products from select suppliers (all products are proudly made in the USA).
Safety and superior customer service is what drives the company. Product designs are very flexible, which
provides the ability to take proven ideas and integrate them perfectly into new designs very quickly. We
work directly with the top pool builders in the country throughout the entire process to make sure every
detail is covered. Our goal is to help create Fun Moments built on quality family time that provide lasting
memories. The Suppliers and manufacturing companies we represent, offer exceptional service and share
our devotion to the customer.
About Lemmie Jones:
Lemmie Jones, Owner, brings over 12 years of aquatic experience to the table including water slide
manufacturing, sales, purchasing, product sourcing, supply chain & project management. His aquatic
career began in 2006 with Miracle Recreation as a Senior Buyer overseeing the purchasing function
for four business units including the water slide division. In 2009, Miracle closed down their water slide
division which created a void in the industry for a new supplier. For the next six years, he was the director
of sales for a new start-up company which resulted in sales doubling annually. At the end of 2015,
Lemmie branched out to pursue his own interests and dreams by creating Recreation by Lemmie Jones,
LLC. As a result, he maintained his original vision of working with like-minded vendors and created a
sales network to offer exceptional aquatic products and customer service across the USA.
“I can provide you with superior water slides, custom designed to your specifications. I personally
participated in constructing the CNC molds which produce my water slides. I want you and your family to
thoroughly enjoy the products that I offer, and I’m dedicated to exceeding your expectations.”
-Lemmie Jones
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WATER SLIDES
Proudly made in the USA, Our Residential Water Slides deliver the ‘BIG WOW’ that will take your backyard
paradise to the next level. Nothing says Summer Fun better than the laughs and giggles of children (of all
ages) riding one of our water slides and Splashing down into the pool! Super durable and low maintenance,
our Fiberglass slides match the higher demands of the Commercial Industry Standards. No other Residential
Water Slide Manufacturer includes Full Installation as one of their standard services. Mounting Brackets
are made from 316 Stainless-Steel which exceeds all industry standards. We offer standard designs or can
customize a design to meet your specific site plan. Concrete Pier or Deck Mount options available. The slides
can be built right into your landscaping or stand alone on a custom-built deck with stairs. We offer a variety of
standard colors and we can work with you to find the right custom color to match your project perfectly.

RLJ-19A

Pictured in
Baby Blue Granite

RLJ-23A

Pictured in
Steel Gray Granite
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WATER SLIDES
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RLJ-9

RLJ-13R

RLJ-14

RLJ-16R

RLJ-18R

RLJ-19

RLJ-23

RLJ-27A

RLJ-32A

RLJ-32B

RLJ-35L

RLJ-36BR

RLJ-40A

RLJ-40B

RLJ-41A

RLJ-44A

RLJ-45A

RLJ-47A

GROUND FX
Our Water Play Division has over 20 years in the Entertainment and Water Park Industry. Taking raw materials
and turning them into something everyone can enjoy was, and still is, the ultimate reward for our efforts. They
have a passion for what they do, and they approach every project like it’s going to be the best one ever! The
excitement and enthusiasm they put into their work is refreshing and infectious. We’ve selected the perfect
combination of products that will add value and Fun to your backyard oasis. Your backyard will be the standout
in the neighborhood. Our features are fabricated using 304/304L Stainless Steel and then sand blasted and
powder coated which provides a durable, long-lasting product that delivers endless entertainment and fun for
the kid in all of us.

TUNNEL JETS – 3-WAY
GPM: 15
Height Adjustable
Water Depth: 0 - 1"
All 304 SS / PVC Construction

TUNNEL JETS – 6-WAY
GPM: 30
Height Adjustable
Water Depth: 0 - 1"
All 304 SS / PVC Construction
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WATERSLIDE STANDARD COLORS
FLUME GEL-COAT OPTIONS

8H
RAL 9003
signal white

321p (Granite)
BABY BLUE

8J
RAL 1001
beige

310p (Granite)
FASHION GREY

8K
RAL 1019
grey beige

302p (Granite)
SAND

8L
RAL 7004
signal grey

309p (Granite)
STEEL GREY

*Please Note*
Due to many factors, we cannot guarantee an exact color
match between online colors and actual products.
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8M
RAL 7035
light grey
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Our devoted interaction with customers allows the communication process to remain open and minimizes
unexpected issues. The relationships we have built since 2006 will continue to expand into new and exciting
areas and we look forward to the chance to work with you.

Contact Information:
WWW.RECREATIONBYLEMMIEJONES.COM
PHONE:1.417.793.1613
LEMMIE@RECREATIONBYLEMMIEJONES.COM

“Recreation by Lemmie Jones, LLC... is the Aquatic Solutions Expert.”

